Multidisciplinary teamwork: the good, bad, and everything in between

Teams make up the building blocks of health care and every team—from the executive to the coal face—is composed of different professionals, ideally possessing a variety of skills necessary to produce safe and effective care. We are constantly reminded of the value of diversity within teams, but the reality is that working together from a variety of perspectives is sometimes difficult to achieve. The paper by Jenkins et al in this issue of Quality in Health Care shows, for example, that, unless roles are well defined and understood, responsibility for giving different types of information to patients could easily result in overload to the patient, differences in messages, and gaps in certain areas.

The difficulties of multidisciplinary teamwork are also apparent in differing attitudes towards the way to bring about a good outcome, and even what actually constitutes a good outcome. For example, in teams caring for patients with stroke there are a number of “ideal outcomes” from the various stakeholders and staff involved—complete mobility is desired by the patient, physical immobility but good mental ability by the carer, compliance with the regime is required from some health workers, and (I have heard say) death from the contracts manager. Just as feedback from the cancer team audit would be helpful in producing better communication in the future, so discussing different approaches to care and differing ideas of best outcome will also keep the team on what is inevitably a wavy line along the best practice meridian.

What makes healthcare teams so different from those in other types of organisation is that team members have differing allegiances, not only to the team but also to their professional groups. For example, if a member of the nursing staff abuses a patient on a psychiatric ward, who has ultimate authority to deal with this—the nursing line manager or the consultant psychiatrist who is seen by some as the team leader? In commercial organisations such questions would be easily answered, but history and professionalism play their part in making questions of authority and responsibility in the health service team much more complex. Reinforcement of the supra-goal—patient safety—can help to push people beyond professional barriers, but clarity about authority and accountability in health care teams is long overdue.

There is another warning to heed against complacency in terms of teams: in these days of constant measurement and the drive towards reporting of poor care, we need to look beyond the data laid before us. A study by Edmondson on medication errors in nursing teams showed that poor teams produced fewer errors; however, poor teams had authoritarian team leaders and so the likely explanation for this surprising finding is that data were being manipulated in poor teams and shown honestly in good open communicating teams. Clearly, teams need to be rewarded for their reporting systems and use of feedback rather than for the data alone.

These are not issues to dodge, but neither do they make good multidisciplinary teamwork an impossible task to achieve. Such teams are the reality that we work in and, although rarely captured in data, their diversity does actually help patient care. It is possible that this happens because of the increasing findings which show that members of good teams are significantly less stressed than others. Moreover, in a study of house officers, those who appreciated that they were part of a multidisciplinary team (as opposed to simply being bottom of a medical hierarchy) had far lower stress levels than those who did not, probably because they were able to learn from the diversity of skills that surrounded them and could look further than their medical colleagues for support. Since we know that lower stress means better patient care, it is also likely (as well as common sense) that better teams produce better care through having more cheerful staff, probably through their greater sense of participation and support. Somewhere in this equation lies the issue of sufficient resources—sufficient to allow time for good communication within the team and with the patient.

So multidisciplinary teams are likely to be better for everyone, but to keep them working well needs skill as well as recognition that this is always a long term task requiring constant attention and adjustment. Good team leaders are essential for maintaining patient safety and the sooner we get them the training and support they need for this task, the better the quality of care is likely to be.
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Choosing effective strategies for quality improvement

Since 1998 the UK government has developed a comprehensive strategy for quality improvement for the National Health Service (NHS). This includes national guidelines and standards for clinical care, a national system of inspection and monitoring, and a requirement for all NHS organisations to implement quality improvement strategies. A clinician has been appointed with responsibility for quality improvement within every NHS organisation (the clinical governance lead), but these doctors and nurses have been given little specific guidance on what actually to do. The choice of quality improvement strategies is largely for local leaders to decide.

What does the literature suggest is most likely to be effective? On the whole, single interventions have relatively little effect. Simply distributing guidelines or educational material rarely changes clinical behaviour. These may be more successful if combined with audit with feedback, computerised prompts, or academic detailing. Financial incentives can produce change, but are a blunt instrument and risk producing perverse incentives. Multiple interventions are generally more effective than single ones. Substantial claims are made for continuous quality improvement or total quality management strategies, but there is little clarity about the circumstances in which they produce major change. Information on quality of care which is released to the public is mistrusted by doctors, but making information available may stimulate provider organisations to change care.

Given an imperative from the UK government to do something, and a certain amount of guidance from past research on what is likely to work, we now have information from both primary and secondary care on what is actually being done. In this issue of *Quality in Health Care* Wallace and colleagues report the results of a survey of 86 hospital trusts, more than half of the groups surveyed feeding back or planning to feed back identifiable comparative information. Unlike the survey of hospital trusts, more than half were providing feedback which is released to the public is mistrusted by doctors, but joint audits across practices were common, with education activities being again the most commonly reported and in over half the primary care groups surveyed, where major changes in behaviour appeared to have been brought about by a combination of clear leadership and a range of financial and professional incentives.

So what can be made of progress so far? There is no doubt that much activity has taken place. This is perhaps not surprising since a legal “duty for quality” has been put on NHS organisations, and chief executives of NHS trusts can probably expect to lose their jobs where serious deficiencies of quality are found. A wide range of quality improvement activities are now reported, many of which are at least compatible with the literature on interventions likely to produce change. We do not know how the activities reported by clinical governance leads reflect actual change on the ground, or even whether the respondents have the ability to know if such change is taking place—development of IT systems to monitor quality are a high priority across the NHS, but currently they are woefully inadequate. Likewise, we do not know whether those clinicians who have volunteered for roles as clinical governance leads have the experience of organisational change that is needed for them to be effective. In response to this potential deficit, the NHS has started a development programme for quality improvement leaders.

In terms of top down strategy, the UK NHS probably has the most ambitious quality improvement strategy in the developed world. Local leaders have been appointed throughout the NHS with freedom to develop a range of quality improvement programmes, though with no option to do nothing. In terms of actual results it is too early to tell whether the strategy is being successful. Activities reported so far are limited by the resources available, and clinical governance leads identify lack of time and resource as the major barriers to progress. The success of the policy is likely to depend on whether there is continued investment in an
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Accountability and quality improvement: the role of report cards

Ensuring accountability and improving quality are two of the most significant challenges facing health systems around the world. The public release of comparative standardised information on quality in the form of "report cards" represents one suggested solution to these complex problems. Report cards are not new—Florence Nightingale produced a report comparing the mortality rates of London teaching hospitals in 1863—but nevertheless they have been embraced with great enthusiasm in many developed countries in recent years. In the UK, for example, the introduction of report cards is one of the specific recommendations in a plan to modernise the National Health Service.

Given this enthusiasm, it is perhaps surprising that we know so little about the uses, benefits, and risks of publicising comparative information. Most of the experience and evidence in this field comes from the USA where report cards have been a prominent feature for the last 15 years. Two papers in this issue of QHC describe the current state of play in the USA and help to develop our understanding of whether and how report cards fulfil the ambitious claims made of them.

It may seem self-evident that the general public should be the primary audience for the "public" release of comparative information. Not so, it would appear, according to Schneider and Lieberman. Even in the consumer orientated USA where users have expressed a desire for the information principle, in practice they do not appear to search for, understand, trust, or make use of the data. This must have come as something of a shock to the proponents of report cards who expected consumers to respond to the information in a rational way, weighing up the costs and benefits, making a judgement about which providers were best, and driving low quality providers out of the competitive market.

Researchers and policy makers have attempted to explain this apparent paradox in terms of deficiencies in the content, presentation, or dissemination of the data or in terms of the lack of real choice for many US citizens. In doing so they may have missed the point. The apparent disconnection between the public’s demand for information and their use of report cards is perhaps not as paradoxical as it first appears. It is possible that service uses are simply saying that they want the information to be better data or well informed and empowered consumers will be more willing to use report cards in the future, but it is probable that the impact of report cards on consumer behaviour will always be marginal. Perhaps the rational choice model of decision making, so admired by economists, is an inappropriate way of explaining the public’s choice of healthcare providers. Is it possible that the public simply does not want to behave in a consumerist way in all aspects of modern life? Sociobehavioural models of decision making which recognise the complex input of beliefs, experiences, enabling factors, and the unique self-perception of problems are more useful in explaining the public response to report cards. In an attempt to understand the role of report cards it might then be more productive to re-focus attention on the mechanisms of lay decision making, the merits of expert held knowledge, and the role of advocates in making use of complex comparative information.

Those who are disappointed by the apparent disinterest shown by consumers may gain solace from the second paper on public disclosure in this issue. Davies suggests that US hospitals do make use of comparative information and that the public release of the data acts as a catalyst by reminding, refocusing, or defaming the organisations into
Erring is human: will we cross the quality chasm?

A local rural land agent with some newly acquired knowledge was eagerly entreating a farmer to quadruple his crop yields by adopting new methods. After an exhortation of some length, the farmer raised his hand to silence the fellow and drawled, “Sorry, not interested. I already know how to be a much better farmer than I am today”. The research of the late Nobel Laureate Herbert Simon, who studied decision making processes in economic organisations, revealed that humans have a “bounded rationality” that “satisfices” rather than constantly seeks to “optimise”. As a matter of human nature and disposition, human organisations do not constantly seek to be better and do better. Instead, it is quite easy to find clear evidence of under-performance in organisations relating to every field of human endeavour. Like other organisations, health care institutions don’t improve dramatically simply by pointing out lapses in their performance.

For the past 30 years the Institute of Medicine (IOM) in Washington has published many health policy reports that reflect the thoughtful expert advice of its multidisciplinary committees—reports that outline steps capable of generating better health care.2 Since 1996 the IOM has sought explicitly to influence the quality of US health care over the next decade. A committee formed in 1998 to recommend the action needed to generate lasting and continual threshold improvement in the US health system has now produced two reports, To err is human: building a safer health system and Crossing the quality chasm: a new health system for the 21st century.3,4 Both reports are receiving a great deal of media, professional, and government attention. But these are still early days and, while the impact of these reports on performance is understandable; it must be right to provide information in an open and democratic society and it must be better for all stakeholders to be informed than to be kept in the dark. However, the initial expectations of report cards in the USA seem in retrospect to be naïve. There can be little doubt that comparative information about quality of care will be freely available in most developed countries within the next decade. Those who are responsible for introducing report cards and those who wish to make use of them would do well to examine the rapidly expanding literature in this field.
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Clearly, a baseline requirement for dramatic improvements in health care is a robust national health information infrastructure. The UK’s Information for health strategy has its parallel in the vision for a national health information infrastructure described by the National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics.1,5 Neither is getting the funding it deserves and substantial financing at the national level will be required. Furthermore, while technology is a crucial part of the solution, the whole process of reform must centre on the patient and the facilitation of the healing relationships between patients and healthcare workers. The system must allow patients to make informed choices and, as far as is feasible, to control their care.

Setting dramatically high aspirations for safety and quality in individual care and system performance is certain to generate a great deal of interest and action. Or will it? And what impact, if any, will these reports from the USA have in Europe? Most experts familiar with the health systems of economically developed economies see many parallels and similarities despite national idiosyncrasies. While the findings and recommendations of these reports appear to be generalisable, the real interest is to see how much action will result and, if reforms are implemented, to ask whether the process of implementation is generalisable.

In the USA early public and professional response to the safety report was generally quite supportive. However, there are clinicians who believe that the report was unfair and misguided and that patients’ confidence in doctors and hospitals will be seriously undermined by these reports from the IOM. So far, there has been nothing to suggest negative public reaction despite evidence that half of the population has been following the reports in the media. Equally, there is little evidence that hospitals are any safer for patients. Having said that, there has been a generally salutary response to the report throughout the USA and some action at the level of the federal government has occurred as well. Millions of new dollars are being directed to produce regular national reports on the quality of care and to increase the support for research on quality and incident reporting.

Some wag noted that there is nothing like a “near death” experience to focus one’s attention sufficiently to change one’s errant ways. Whether the constant drip feed of news articles describing a graphic example of poor quality care qualifies either the US system or the NHS in the UK as “near death” or not, I leave to others to decide. However, the IOM reports do offer a fairly detailed prescription for responsible leadership from the health professions. Certainly, nations do need an industrial strength health care system worthy of the name. Admittedly, media interest, political scrutiny, layers of complex and conflicting regulations, and dense professional cultures make health systems notoriously difficult to change, even when they wish to do so. But the evidence that supports the need for change is there.

Whether that farmer changed his farming practice was ultimately up to him, but that didn’t mean that the consequences of his decision wouldn’t affect his crops, his output. Apparently, he was sufficiently satisfied to continue “satisficing”. We, in health care, have our own food chain to worry about and its output is the health of both our patients and the population. We now know that the farmer—that is, the individual care worker—is only as good as the system around him. Totally independent practitioners working their own little plots just won’t get the result that statistics show is delivered by good systems. The difficulty for healthcare professionals who learn to be good individual practitioners is that today’s health care is dependent on the good individual practitioner working well in an interprofessional team within a good, well thought out health care system. If individual doctors, nurses, managers, and governments understand this, realise that we need urgently to reform, and offer transformational leadership, historic improvements in our care systems can result within a decade. It is true that the details for accomplishing these dramatic results are not all worked out. But surely our patients will do better if, in the future, we “satisfice” within a system enhanced with computer based decision support and embedded safety protocols. Surely this is our hour to do this essential work. Let’s get on with it. Remember, our role as health professionals is to help while doing no harm. Unnecessary deaths are simply not acceptable.

Professor Detmer was a member of the committee of both reports.
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